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MABI 40
Cap cutting machine

MABI 4K / 4KS
Punching machine for cap corners

MABI 4B
Cap flanging machine

For efficient cutting of valve caps, bottoms and front flages.
These shapes and shells can be cut out in a short time
without measuring or making. The machine can also be
used as a circular cutter.

-  With automatic guidance of the sheet
-  Even narrow (small) radii possible
-  Also inside radii (not closed) possible
-  Board height 4 - 5 mm
-  Stepless speed (potentiometer)

Flanging of valve caps in a single pass - no adjusting or 
beating needed.

To punch out the corners cap soils

-  Adjustable stop
-  Weight 20 kg
-  Easy mounting to the MABI 40

Valve bonnet 
Manufacture

Clean and fast cut-outs for end discs and cap bottoms

MABI 4N
Nibbler for inner cut-outs

-  Ideally suitet for construction sites and workshops
-  Radius min. 16 mm
-  Radius max. 100 mm (larger on request)
-  Weight 6 kg
-  Electricity: 230 volts
-  Easy mounting to the MABI 40
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MABI 4M
Casing bending machine

MABI 4QS
Quadro-beading-seam machine

Precision casing bending machine for vertically and hori-
zontally split casings

-  Refined design of installed bead rollers
-  Automatic positioning of the bead rollers
-  New setting of the bead depth
-  Beading & lock up at both sides at the same time
-  New with rotatable beading head
-  Easy to operate system with low space requirement
-  Electronic, infinitely-variable speed control with a 
   potentiometer
-  Incl. beading rolls with additional decorative beading
-  Option: Special clamping device MABI 4H

Rational lock up of valve, flange and case caps consis-
ting of several beading stations. The cost-saving solution 
for the elaborate and time-consuming beading 

-  Specially suited for radii from 40 mm to 50 mm
-  Fitting accuracy of the finished part with the precise radii
-  Only three seconds per bending operation
-  Time-consuming marking out not required
-  Exact measurement of flat initial piece thanks to special  
   catch and quick gripping device
-  Quick and easy change of bending waves
-  Compressed air connection is sufficient

MABI Bandblitz
Cap strip production

-  Simple MABI operation
-  Easy changing of the band
-  2 different bands always ready
-  Enter data and the desired band length is automatically
   cut and punched

Subject to technical modifications without notice

Option: MABI 4H


